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a b s t r a c t

The SARS-CoV-2 virus is causing COVID-19, an ongoing pandemic, with extraordinary global health,
social, and political implications. Currently, extensive research and development efforts are aimed at
producing a safe and effective vaccine. In the interim, small molecules are being widely investigated for
antiviral effects. With respect to viral replication, the papain-like (PLpro) and main proteases (Mpro), are
critical for processing viral replicase polypeptides. Further, the PLpro possesses deubiquitinating activity
affecting key signalling pathways, including inhibition of interferon and innate immune antagonism.
Therefore, inhibition of PLpro activity with small molecules is an important research direction. Our aim
was to focus on identification of potential inhibitors of the protease activity of SARS-CoV-2 PLpro. We
investigated 300 small compounds derived predominantly from our OliveNet™ library (222 phenolics)
and supplemented with synthetic and dietary compounds with reported antiviral activities. An initial
docking screen, using the potent and selective noncovalent PLpro inhibitor, GRL-0617 as a control, enabled
a selection of 30 compounds for further analyses. From further in silico analyses, including docking to
scenes derived from a publicly available molecular dynamics simulation trajectory (100 ms PDB 6WX4;
DESRES-ANTON-11441075), we identified lead compounds for further in vitro evaluation using an
enzymatic inhibition assay measuring SARS-CoV-2 PLpro protease activity. Our findings indicate that
hypericin possessed inhibition activity, and both rutin and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside resulted in a
concentration-dependent inhibition of the PLpro, with activity in the micromolar range. Overall, hyper-
icin, rutin, and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside can be considered lead compounds requiring further character-
isation for potential antiviral effects in appropriate model systems.

© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

On December 31st, 2019, the World Health Organization China
Country Office was informed of cases of atypical pneumonia iden-
tified in Wuhan City (Hubei Province, China) [1]. Within a week the
causative pathogen was identified to be a novel coronavirus origi-
nally designated as 2019-nCoV [2]. The new coronavirus was shown
to share genetic similarities with the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) identified in 2002 which caused
ram, Department of Diabetes,
e, VIC, 3004, Australia.
. Karagiannis).
an epidemic until 2004, and Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV) identified in 2012 which caused an
outbreak that is still persisting, with the majority of cases in the
Arabian Peninsula [3e6]. The novel coronavirus shares approxi-
mately 50% sequence similarity with MERS-CoV and 80% with
SARS-CoV, and was designated as SARS-CoV-2 [2]. Currently, SARS-
CoV-2 is causing the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic with significant
global health, social and political implications [7].

Like SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 utilises the cell-surface angiotensin
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) via binding though the receptor
binding domain of the viral surface spike (S) protein, to invade host
cells [8,9]. Therefore, much research is devoted to modifying the
interaction between the viral S protein and the ACE2 receptor. For
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example, soluble decoy ACE2 receptors have been widely investi-
gated for their ability to prevent infection, and recombinant forms
of the human ACE2 are undergoing evaluation in clinical trials
[10,11]. The ultimate goal is the development and distribution of a
safe and effective vaccine. Given the urgency, there are easily over
100 vaccines currently at different stages of development; there are
numerous online vaccine trackers by reputable organizations that
indicate between 120 and 170 vaccines currently in development
[12]. There is conflicting information regarding the progress status
of various vaccines however it appears that anmRNA-based vaccine
(mRNA-1273), and two adenovirus vectored vaccines (ChAdOx1
nCoV-19 and Ad5-vectored COVID-19 vaccine), are currently the
most advanced in clinical trials [13e18].

Another potential therapeutic approach involves inhibiting viral
replication. In this context, the adenine nucleotide analogue,
remdesivir (Veklury®), initially identified from a broad antiviral
screen against Ebola and emerging viruses, has received emergency
use authorization for the treatment of hospitalized adult and pae-
diatric patients with COVID-19 by the US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) [19e21]. By chain incorporation of the active form,
remdesivir inhibits viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP),
thereby terminating viral RNA synthesis [22e24]. Clinically, the
first person (35 year old, male with no prior medical history),
diagnosed with COVID-19 in the US was treated successfully with
remdesivir [25]. Further case studies and clinical trials have high-
lighted modest clinical effects of remdesivir in people with severe
COVID-19, with improvements in recovery times [26e30].
Numerous large-scale clinical trials are currently ongoing.

Along with the RdRP, the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro and PLpro are also
critical antiviral targets [31]. These proteases are responsible for
processing the open reading frame (ORF) 1a and 1 ab encoded viral
polyproteins (pp) 1a and 1 ab to release the non-structural proteins
(nsp) 1e16 [32]. Given their role in viral replication, potential in-
hibition of both of these proteases has been widely investigated.
Development of antivirals against the Mpro has focused on covalent
inhibitors of which the peptidomimetic a-ketoamides have
emerged as an important class [33,34]. One of the lead compounds,
a-ketoamide 13b, which was designed to possess a favourable
pharmacokinetic profile, has been shown to inhibit Mpro activity
with an IC50 of approximately 0.7 mM and to inhibit SARS-CoV-2
replication in vitro, with activity in the low micromolar range
[34]. Other notable potential inhibitors of the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro

include ebselenwhich emerged from a recent large-scale screening
effort, and a covalent inhibitor denoted as compound 11awhich has
been shown to possess potent antiviral effects and favourable
properties in vivo [34,35].

Our aim was to identify potential inhibitors of the SARS-CoV-2
PLpro. The PLpro is part of the larger multi-domain nsp3 protein
[36,37]. Apart from protease activity critical for the viral life-cycle,
the PLpro has deubiquitinating (DUB) activity and removes
interferon-stimulated gene 15 (ISG15) from cellular proteins
[38,39]. These DUB and de-ISG15 activities, result in themodulation
of key cellular pathways, including NFkB inflammation and inter-
feron (IFN)-1which plays a role in host immunity [40e42]. A recent
study has further clarified the role of the PLpro in attenuating viral
spread and modulating innate immunity [43]. Therefore, inhibition
of PLpro activity has been intensely investigated and promising
covalent, and noncovalent, inhibitors have been identified [8]. We
focused on noncovalent interactions and examined 300 small
molecules as potential PLpro inhibitors, utilising our OliveNet™ li-
brary (222 phenolics and fatty acids) as well as a selection of dietary
and synthetic compounds with reported antiviral activities [44].
The promising naphthalene-based noncovalent inhibitor, GRL-
0617, was used as a control to enable selection of potential lead
compounds [45].
2

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein structures and ligands

Several structures of the PLpro monomer were obtained from the
RCSB Protein Data Bank [46]. This included 6XAA, 6W9C, 6WUU
and 6WX4 [47e49]. Since PLpro crystallised as a complex for the
6WUU and 6W9C structures, a single chain was isolated. The
ubiquitin-propargylamide chain and the peptide inhibitors VIR250
and VIR251 were removed from 6XAA, 6WUU and 6W9C, respec-
tively. The crystal structure of PLpro with the naphthalene inhibitor
GRL-0617 (PDB ID: 7JRN) was recently made available and a single
chain was isolated for use [50]. The co-crystallised ligand was
consequently removed. Zinc was retained in all of the crystal
structures [51].

A total of 300 ligands were examined in this study and this
included both pharmacological and dietary compounds. In addition
to GRL-0617, which was used as a positive control, the antiviral
drug a-ketoamide 13bwas of interest [34,52]. A number of protease
inhibitors (n ¼ 8), antibiotics (n ¼ 19) and sirtuin activators (n ¼ 2)
were examined, as well as compounds with anti-inflammatory,
antiviral, antioxidant and anti-parasitic properties (n ¼ 38)
[53e77]. A selection of phenolic compounds (n ¼ 220) and fatty
acid esters (n¼ 13) from the OliveNet™ database were also utilised
[44]. The structures of the ligands were sourced from the National
Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) PubChem database
and if they were unavailable, they were drawn using Chem3D 19.0
(Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA) [78]. The structure of hypericin
was obtained from ChEMBL [79,80]. A full list of the compounds can
be found in Table S1 of the Supplementary Information.

2.2. Initial screen for binding affinity and docking to the SARS-CoV-
2 papain-like protease active pocket

The proteins were imported into the Schr€odinger Suite and the
Protein Preparation Wizard was used to preprocess, optimise and
minimise the structures [81,82]. The protonation states of the
amino acid residues were predicted using PROPKA with pH 7 and
this was the default value. The ligands were also prepared using the
LigPrep tool and this allowed for various conformers to be gener-
ated at a pH of 7.0 ± 2.0 [81]. The top ranking conformer was
selected for docking. For the initial screen, 6WUU was used as the
main crystal structure. A 20 � 20 � 20 Å receptor grid was centred
around the residues that were surrounding the co-crystallised
peptide inhibitor VIR250 [83e85]. The residues were M208, P247,
T301, P248, D164, Y273, G163, Y112, L162, C111, N109, W106, H272,
C270, Q269, Y268, Y264 and G271 [47]. These residues were also
used to create the receptor grids for the 6W9C, 6XAA, 6WX4 and
7JRN structures. The optimized potential for liquid simulations 3e
(OPLS3e) force field was used for the protein preparation, ligand
preparation, receptor grid and ligand docking stages [86e89].

The Glide ligand docking workflow was used to screen the li-
brary of 300 compounds using the standard precision (SP) mode
[83e85]. Based on the Glide Energies (kcal/mol), 30 compounds
and GRL-0617, were docked using the quantum-mechanics-
polarised ligand docking (QPLD) protocol as previously described
[90e95]. The Glide Energies are shown in the Supplementary In-
formation (Tables S1, S2 and S3). The lead compounds were docked
to the 6W9C, 6XAA and 6WX4 crystal structures using the QPLD
protocol [90e95]. Based on the molecular docking results for
6WUU and the blind docking data, the receptor grid was adjusted
for hypericin and its isomer. The residues that were used included
K157, E167, D164, Y273, T301, Y264, P247, P248, Y268 and Q269
[52,96]. In regards to 7JRN, the positive control compound GRL-
0617 was docked using the QPLD protocol [90e95].
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2.3. Blind docking to the SARS-CoV-2 papain-like protease and site
mapping

The server PrankWeb was used to identify potential ligand
binding sites within PLpro [97] (Table S4). Furthermore, blind
docking of lead compoundswas conducted on the crystal structures
6WUU, 6WX4, 6XAA and 6W9C. The structures of the protein and
the ligands were processed in PyRx to generate the corresponding
pdbqt files [98]. In this study, the protein was assumed to be rigid
while all torsions of the ligands were activated. The receptor grid
was generated around the entire protein. Docking was performed
at an exhaustiveness of 2048 with AutoDock Vina using cloud
computing services provided by Galileo (Hypernet Labs) [99,100].
Details can be found in the Supplementary Information (Tables S5
and S6).
2.4. Time-dependent docking using a publicly available molecular
dynamics simulation trajectory

The 100 ms molecular dynamics (MD) simulation trajectory of
the PLpro in its apo formwas downloaded from D.E. Shaw Research
[101]. Structures of the protein at six time points (1, 2,10, 20, 50 and
100 ms) were extracted [102]. Hypericin, an isomer of hypericin,
cyanidin-3-O-glucoside, rutin, (�)-epigallocatechin gallate, cefo-
taxime, a-ketoamide 13b and GRL-0617 were docked to the PLpro

structure at each time point using the QPLD protocol of the
Schr€odinger Suite.

The protein structure alignment tool in Maestro was used to
compare the protein structures obtained at these time points: 1 to
2, 2 to 10, 10 to 20, 20 to 50 and 50e100 ms [103]. The crystal
structures 6XAA, 6W9C, 6WX4 and 7JRN were also aligned. The
binding site was also separately aligned using the binding site
alignment tool, using the receptor grid residues [103]. Moreover,
the docked ligands were aligned using the superposition tool [103].
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) and alignment scores were
recorded for each alignment process [103]. These details can be
found in the Supplementary Information (Tables S7eS9).
2.5. Enzymatic inhibition assay

To investigate the inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro in vitro, an
enzymatic inhibition assay was performed. The proprietary papain-
like protease (SARS-CoV-2) assay kit measuring protease activity
was utilised (BPS Bioscience, San Diego, CA, USA). The assay was
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, using a
fluorogenic substrate with detection at an emission wavelength of
460 nm (excitation wavelength ¼ 360 nm). The internal positive
control was the nonconvalent GRL-0617 inhibitor which was used
at a concentration of 100 mM in the assay (n ¼ 3). The test small
molecule inhibitors were hypericin (89%, HWI pharma services
GmbH, Germany), cyanidin-3-O-glucoside (reference standard,
PhytoLab, Germany), and rutin (>94%), (�)-epicatechin gallate
(>98%), (�)-epigallocatechin gallate (>95%), and cefotaxime (Eu-
ropean pharmacopoeia reference standard) from Sigma-Aldrich (St
Luis, MO, USA). The inhibitors were prepared as 20 mM stock so-
lutions and stored at�80 �C until use. For use in the assay, doubling
dilutions to achieve a final concentration range of 3.1 mMe200 mM
for cyanidin-3-O-glucoside, rutin, and (�)-epigallocatechin gallate,
were performed in assay buffer. Hypericin, (�)-epicatechin gallate,
and cefotaxime were tested at 50 and 100 mM. All test inhibitors at
each concentration, GRL-0617 positive control, and background
were assayed in triplicate; six determinations were made for the
total PLpro protease activity. Absolute fluorescence intensity values
were measured, and the % protease inhibition was calculated.
3

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Selection of compounds with relatively high affinity for SARS-
CoV-2 papain-like protease active pocket

In order to narrow down the library of 300 compounds and
identify potential lead compounds, molecular docking was used to
screen the ligands. This included the positive control inhibitor GRL-
0617. For the initial screen in standard precision mode, GRL-0617
was predicted to bind to PLpro with an affinity of �36.3 kcal/mol.
In total, 295 compounds produced Glide Energies ranging
from �13.8 to �69.1 kcal/mol (Table S1). In regards to the phenolic
compounds from the OliveNet™ database, the molecular weights
of the ligands were compared to the binding affinities and the
correlation coefficient was found to be 0.7 (Figure S1). In compar-
ison to other docking programs that are available, it has been
demonstrated that Glide predicts the crystallographic orientation
of compounds with greater accuracy [104]. The standard precision
mode allows for libraries of ligands to be reliably docked to the
specified binding site [83,85].

Based on the data generated, 30 compounds were selected for
further analysis (Table S2). With the exception of the protease in-
hibitor oseltamivir and the anti-malarial medication hydroxy-
chloroquine, the Glide Energies of these ligands (�37.0
to �62.4 kcal/mol) were stronger than the noncovalent inhibitor
GRL-0617. They included a-ketoamide 13b, suramin, nüzhenide,
ritonavir, remdesivir, acteoside, (�)-epigallocatechin gallate, rutin,
hesperidin, lopinavir, ceftriaxone, saquinavir, amikacin, darunavir,
indinavir, cyanidin-3-O-glucoside, ertapenem, SRT2104, cefurox-
ime, baricitinib, cefotaxime, salidroside, SRT1720, nelfinavir, dor-
ipenem, arbidol, hypericin and the hypericin isomer. Oseltamivir
and hydroxychloroquine were predicted to bind with an affinity
of �34.6 and �32.2 kcal/mol, respectively.

The PLpro crystal structure 6WUU was imported into PrankWeb
and the protein was analysed for potential ligand binding sites. A
binding pocket was identified just above the catalytic triad that
consisted of residues G163, G164, R166, M208, P247, P248, Y264,
Y268, Y273, T301 and D302 (Fig. 1). This was referred to as pocket 2
and it had a score of 3.6 (Table S4). This binding site has previously
been characterised in the literature and a number of studies have
showed that naphthalene-based inhibitors target this region
[52,105,106]. In a recently published paper by Bosken et al. the
naphthalene-based inhibitor 3k was investigated for its ability to
target the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro and they demonstrated that the ligand
binds to this site, adjacent to the catalytic triad [105]. The authors
noted that 3k inhibited the enzymatic activity of PLpro, sterically
interfering with the binding of ubiquitin and ISG15 [105].

Blind docking was subsequently performed using GRL-0617 and
the top 30 compounds. The aim was to determine whether the li-
gands would preferentially bind to the target site in PLpro. The li-
gands that were predicted to have poses within this naphthalene
inhibitor binding pocket were amikacin, arbidol, baricitinib, cefo-
taxime, ceftriaxone, cyanidin-3-O-glucoside, cefuroxime, darunavir,
doripenem, (�)-epigallocatechin gallate, ertapenem, hesperidin,
hypericin, the hypericin isomer, nüzhenide, oseltamivir, rutin, sali-
droside, saquinavir, and SRT1720 (Table S5). In addition to GRL-0617,
11 compounds were selected for further examination. They included
a-ketoamide 13b, amikacin, doripenem, saquinavir, SRT1720,
(�)-epigallocatechin gallate, cefotaxime, rutin, cyanidin-3-O-gluco-
side, hypericin, and the hypericin isomer.

The top ligands were then re-docked to the binding site of the
co-crystallised VIR250 peptide inhibitor using the QPLD protocol of
the Schr€odinger Suite (Table S3). The extra precision (XP) modewas
selected for this step and as described by Freisner et al. this scoring
function is important for eliminating false positives [84]. In a paper



Fig. 1. Binding of the noncovalent inhibitor GRL-0617 to various forms of PLpro. The SARS-CoV-2 PLpro contains several domains highlighted in A), and catalytic triad residues C111,
H272, and D286 are shown. PrankWeb analysis identified the naphthalene inhibitor binding pocket as a potential binding site (B). The known inhibitor GRL-0617 was docked to the
binding pocket in various structures of the PLpro protein (C, D), as well as along time points of a molecular dynamics simulation trajectory in E). Residue interactions are shown as
dashed lines, including hydrogen bonds (yellow), salt bridges (magenta), p�p interactions (cyan), and p�cation interactions (green). Amino acid residues are coloured according to
their properties, namely hydrophobic residues (green), polar uncharged residues (cyan), negatively charged residues (red), and glycine residues (grey). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Table 1
The Glide Energies (kcal/mol) and structures of the top compounds are provided, as well as details about the inter-atomic contacts formed. Refined selection of potential lead
compounds.

Compounds and Glide Energies Structures Inter-atomic contacts

a-ketoamide 13b:
�60.3 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: K157, L162 and E167

GRL-0617:
�38.2 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: Y264 and Q269
� p-p interaction: Y264

(�)-Epigallocatechin gallate:
�56.4 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: Y273, E161, D164 and E167

Cyanidin-3-O-glucoside:
�59.2 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: T301, Y273, G271, Q269, G163 and E167

Rutin:
�59.9 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: G271, Y268, Y264, G163, E161, D164 and T301
� p-p cations: K157

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Compounds and Glide Energies Structures Inter-atomic contacts

Cefotaxime:
�41.6 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: G271, L162 and K157
� p-p interaction: Y264
� Salt bridge: K157

Amikacin:
�50.1 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: K157, E161, Y264, G163, Q269, D164, E167 and Y273
� Salt bridges: E161, E167 and D164

Doripenem:
�44.9 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: Q269 and D164
� p-p cation: Y264
� Salt bridge: D164

Saquinavir:
�47.2 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: E167 and K157
� p-p cation: K157
� p-p interaction: Y264

SRT1720:
�44.3 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: Y264
� Salt bridge: E167

Hypericin:
�38.0 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: L162, G163, Y264 and E167
� p�p cation: R166

Hypericin isomer:
�38.0 kcal/mol

� H-bonds: G163 and Y273
� p�p interaction: Y268

E. Pitsillou, J. Liang, K. Ververis et al. Journal of Molecular Graphics and Modelling 104 (2021) 107851
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that was made available by Rut et al. details were provided about
the crystal structures of PLpro with the peptide inhibitors VIR250
and VIR251 [47]. The catalytic triad residues of the SARS-CoV-2
PLpro are C111, H272 and D286. These inhibitors have been found
to form a covalent thioether linkage with C111 through a Michael
addition reaction [47]. GRL-0617 was predicted to bind with an
affinity of �38.2 kcal/mol. Glide Energies and the inter-atomic
contacts that were formed between protein residues, the positive
control inhibitor and the top compounds are summarised in Table 1.

Most notably, these ligands were positioned in the naphthalene
inhibitor binding pocket identified from blind docking and the
PrankWeb analysis. GRL-0617 has previously been found to bind to
this site in both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 [96,106]. It has been
reported that this inhibitor interacts with several residues
including K157, E167, D164, Y273, T301, Y264, P247, P248, Y268 and
Q269 [52,96]. This is consistent with the results obtained from the
present study as GRL-0617 was surrounded by M208, P247, P248,
Y264, Y273, K157, R166, D164 and T301 (Fig. 1). The noncovalent
Fig. 2. Docking of lead compounds to the naphthalene inhibitor binding pocket and PLpro a
pocket of PLpro using the QPLD protocol of Glide, and interactions with residues are depict
shown for the respective compounds. Residue interactions are shown as dashed lines, incl
p�cation interactions (green). Amino acid residues are coloured according to their propert
charged residues (red), and glycine residues (grey). (For interpretation of the references to

7

inhibitor formed a hydrogen bond with Y264 (2.1 Å), a p-p inter-
action with Y264 (5.4 Å) and a hydrogen bond with Q269 (1.7 Å).
GRL-0617 was also docked to the crystal structure 7JRN and its
binding mode was compared to the experimentally determined
structure. The co-crystallised ligand formed a single hydrogen bond
with Q269 (2.1 Å) and this was also the case for the docked struc-
ture. The distance between residue Q269 and the oxygen atom of
GRL-0617 was 2.0 Å. The docked ligand also formed three p-p in-
teractions with Y268 and the Glide Energy was determined to
be �43.2 kcal/mol.

Depending on the size and orientation of the compounds, some
had side chains that were able to extend beyond the pocket and
were positioned deeper in the active site. When examining ligands
within 5 Å of cefotaxime, the hydrophobic residues Y112, C111, T273
and C270 were present. C111 and H272 are part of the catalytic
triad, whereas Y112, Y273 and C270 are adjacent residues. Although
cefotaxime formed inter-atomic contacts with residues in the
naphthalene inhibitor binding site, it was positioned in proximity
nd blind docking. Lead compounds were docked to the naphthalene inhibitor binding
ed. Blind docking was performed using AutoDock Vina to produce 9 poses, which are
uding hydrogen bonds (yellow), salt bridges (magenta), p�p interactions (cyan), and
ies, namely hydrophobic residues (green), polar uncharged residues (cyan), negatively
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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to the catalytic residues. Several of these amino acids also appeared
in the ligand interaction diagrams of GRL-0617, a-ketoamide 13b,
rutin, (�)-epigallocatechin gallate and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside.

GRL-0617, rutin, (�)-epigallocatechin gallate, cyanidin-3-O-
glucoside, a-ketoamide 13b, cefotaxime, hypericin and the hyper-
icin isomer were selected for further in silico analysis. Docking of
these compounds to the naphthalene binding pocket is depicted in
Fig. 2. (�)-Epigallocatechin gallate is a polyphenol that is primarily
found in green tea and is a type of catechin [107,108]. Cyanidin-3-O-
glucoside is an anthocyanin and rutin is a plant pigment that can be
found in a variety of fruits and vegetables [71,109]. These three
compounds belong to the flavonoid subclass and their bioactivities
have been greatly explored [76]. Conversely, cefotaxime is an
antibiotic [110]. Hypericin, a naphthodianthrone constituent of St.
John’s Wort, was also of interest [111]. Following adjustment of the
grid for the 6WUU crystal structure, hypericin and its isomer were
docked to the naphthalene inhibitor binding site within PLpro and
both compounds had a Glide Energy of �38.0 kcal/mol. Hypericin
formed hydrogen bonds with E167, Y264, G163 and L162, as well as
a p�p cation with R166. The isomer of hypericin formed two
hydrogen bonds with Y273 and G163, as well as a p-p interaction
with Y268. The antidepressant effects of this compound have been
of particular interest, and antiviral properties have also been re-
ported [112,113]. Although hypericin has a binding affinity that is
weaker than other compounds, it is important to consider its po-
sition, orientation and the interactions that are formed with the
protein residues within the PLpro binding site. Hypericin has also
been examined as a lead compound for the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein and Mpro [114,115].

In order to validate the results and compare the binding prop-
erties of the ligands to various PLpro structures available on the
RCSB PDB, the compounds were docked to the structures 6XAA
(ubiquitin-bound), 6W9C (apo) and 6WX4 (peptide inhibitor-
Fig. 3. Docking of lead pharmacological compounds to different structures of PLpro. Lead ph
different structures of PLpro (PDB ID: 6XAA, 6W9C, and 6WX4) using the QPLD protocol of Gli
salt bridges (magenta), p�p interactions (cyan), and p�cation interactions (green). Amino
(green), polar uncharged residues (cyan), negatively charged residues (red), and glycine re
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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bound). These crystal structures were analysed using PrankWeb
and in addition to the main catalytic triad residues, the pocket
consisting of the amino acids G163, G164, R166, M208, P247, P248,
Y264, Y268, Y273, T301 and D302 was identified (Table S4). The site
ranked as pocket 2 in 6XAA, pocket 1 in 6WX4 and pocket 4 in
6W9C. Their ligandability scores were 3.5, 4.2 and 1.4, respectively
[97]. Blind docking was conducted on these crystal structures of
PLpro and the results demonstrated that GRL-0617 had poses within
the naphthalene inhibitor binding site (Table S6).

The crystal structures were aligned, producing scores of 0.1 for
all alignments (6WUU to 6W9C, 6WUU to 6XAA, 6WUU to 6WX4
and 6WUU to 7JRN) [103]. The RMSD values were 1.7 Å for 6WUU
and 6W9C, 1.8 Å for 6WUU and 6WX4, 1.5 Å for 6WUU and 6XAA,
and 1.7 Å for 6WUU and 7JRN. Bosken et al. and B�aez-Santos et al.
have discussed the dynamics of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro and note that
the fingers domain, particularly the zinc-binding region, blocking
loop 2 (BL2) and the N-terminal Ub-like (UBL) domain are highly
flexible [51,105].

When the lead compounds were docked to the naphthalene
inhibitor binding pocket of 6XAA, 6WX4 and 6W9C, inter-atomic
contacts with the residues Y264, Y268, G271, T301, D164, E167,
G163 and Y273 were found in all three structures (Figs. 3 and 4).
K157 and R166 were also prominent residues. Interestingly, cya-
nidin-3-O-glucoside formed two p�p interactions with the cata-
lytic triad residue H272 in the 6W9C crystal structure. This
flavonoid compound had a strong binding affinity for all three PLpro

structures and this was also true for rutin.
Molecular docking was also performed at various time points (1,

2, 10, 20, 50 and 100 ms) of a publicly available MD simulation
trajectory (D.E. Shaw Research). As aforementioned, various con-
formations of the BL2 and fingers domain in the coronavirus PLpro

crystal structures have previously been observed [51,105]. Through
docking the compounds to the structures of PLpro obtained from
armacological compounds were docked to the naphthalene inhibitor binding pocket of
de. Residue interactions are shown as dashed lines, including hydrogen bonds (yellow),
acid residues are coloured according to their properties, namely hydrophobic residues
sidues (grey). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the



Fig. 4. Docking of lead dietary compounds to different structures of PLpro. Lead dietary
compounds were docked to the naphthalene inhibitor binding pocket of different
structures of PLpro (PDB ID: 6XAA, 6W9C, and 6WX4) using the QPLD protocol of Glide.
Residue interactions are shown as dashed lines, including hydrogen bonds (yellow),
salt bridges (magenta), p�p interactions (cyan), and p�cation interactions (green).
Amino acid residues are coloured according to their properties, namely hydrophobic
residues (green), polar uncharged residues (cyan), negatively charged residues (red),
and glycine residues (grey). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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D.E. Shaw’s 100 ms MD simulation trajectory, the aim was to
determine whether there were any differences in the binding
properties of the ligands over time. The crystal structures of PLpro at
these time points were compared, producing alignment scores of
0.1 for 1e2 ms (RMSD ¼ 1.4 Å), 0.1 for 2e10 ms (RMSD ¼ 1.9 Å), 0.2
for 10e20 ms (RMSD ¼ 2.0 Å), 0.3 for 20e50 ms (RMSD ¼ 2.7 Å), and
0.3 for 50e100 ms (RMSD ¼ 2.9 Å). When comparing the 1 ms
structure of PLpro to 100 ms, the alignment scorewas also 0.1 and the
RMSD was 1.7 Å.
Table 2
The protein residues that formed hydrogen bonds with the lead ligands at each time po

1 ms 2 ms 10 ms

GRL-0617 None Y273, G163 Y273, G271
Rutin L162, G163, D164, R166,

Y273, G266
Y273, D164, E167, K157,
C155, Y171

Y264, Y268, Q
R166, D164

Cyanidin-3-O-
glucoside

G163, D164, G266 N267, Y268, Q269, E161,
E167

G271, Y268, L

Hypericin R166, Y273, G163, Y268 K157, L162, N267, R166 Y273, R166, Y
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The compounds were docked to each structure and the protein-
ligand complexes were examined (Table 2, Figs. 5 and 6). Docked
compounds were superimposed and the RMSD was calculated
(Table S7). Proteins were also aligned based on the receptor grid
residues and the RMSD values were recorded. The RMSD scores for
this regionwere found to be 0.9 Å for 1e2 ms, 0.9 Å for 2e10 ms, 0.7 Å
for 10e20 ms, 1.3 Å for 20e50 ms and 1.7 Å for 50e100 ms. While
there were some differences in orientation of the ligands at each
time point, this may be attributed to more flexible key residues.

Several receptor grid residues produced a higher RMSD value
(>2 Å) when comparing the proteins for 20e50 ms and 50e100 ms.
They included L162, N109, W106, C270, P248, H272, G271, Q269
and Y268 (Table S8). Interestingly, the RMSD for Y268 was above
3 Å for all comparisons made. The residue Y268 is important for the
binding mode of GRL-0617 and Shin et al. have recently demon-
strated this through conductingMD simulations [43]. In saying this,
Y268 also had a higher RMSD value in the protein alignment of
6XAA, 6W9C and 7JRN with 6WUU as the reference structure
(Table S9). The RMSD scores for this residue were 3.8 Å, 4.4 Å and
4.6 Å in the respective structures. The flexibility that was identified
in the binding site residues may explain the different binding ori-
entations observed for the compounds in the current study.

Hypericin, rutin, and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside as potential lead
compounds: inhibition of protease activity in vitro.

To confirm inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro in vitro, we per-
formed an enzymatic inhibition assay, which specifically measures
protease activity. Overall, our findings indicate that, at least to some
extent, all of our selected ligands inhibited PLpro activity (Fig. 7). The
noncovalent inhibitor GRL-0617 was used as an internal positive
control in our assay. The IC50 value for inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2
protease activity by GRL-0617 has been determined to be 1.6 mM in
this assay system (BPS Bioscience), and our findings indicated that a
100 mM concentration of the compound inhibited protease activity
by approximately 94% in our experiments (Fig. 7B). Interestingly,
our findings indicate a similar potency for hypericin, with
approximately 97% inhibition of protease activity at 100 mM
(Fig. 7B). Our data may suggest a concentration dependence as we
measured an approximately 87% inhibition in protease activity at a
concentration of 50 mM hypericin. However, further experiments
are required to clarify the concentration-dependence and precise
IC50 value for hypericin with a broader range of ligand concentra-
tions; autofluorescence and/or fluorescence quenching properties
of the ligand may also require additional consideration given its
well-knownphotoreactive qualities. Nevertheless, our results show
that both rutin and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside result in a
concentration-dependent inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro ac-
tivity (Fig. 7A). Although, the IC50 values were not clarified in our
experiment, it is evident that both ligands are less potent than the
GRL-0617 positive control (~94% inhibition of protease activity at
100 mM), with rutin and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside inhibiting
approximately 38% and 20% of the protease activity at a concen-
tration of 100 mM. Indeed, at 100 mM the inhibitory activity
observed for cyanidin-3-O-glucoside was more closely related to
those measured for epigallocatechin gallate (13%), epicatechin
int of the D.E. Shaw SARS-CoV-2 PLpro MD simulation trajectory are provided.

20 ms 50 ms 100 ms

Y264 D164, Y273, D302 Y264
269, T301, Y273, D164,

R166, G266
N267, Y273, G163,
D164, R166

D164, G163, Q269, N267,
G266, Y264

162, D164 Q269, G271,
Y273, D164

K157, R166 Q269, N267, G266, Y264,
R166, A246

264 D164, R166, Y273 K157, R166, E167 Y268, R166



Fig. 5. Docking of lead pharmacological compounds to snapshots of a 100 ms dynamic simulation of PLpro (100 ms PDB 6WX4; DESRES-ANTON-11441075). Molecular docking was
performed to multiple snapshots of a dynamic simulation of PLpro, with comparisons between the different time points shown. Binding site residues were aligned, and RMSDs
between time points are stated. Residues with an RMSD greater than 2 following alignment are labelled and highlighted in a ball and stick representation. Lead pharmacological
compounds docked to the naphthalene inhibitor binding pocket are depicted, with Glide Energies for docking to each structure stated. Residue interactions are shown as dashed
lines, including hydrogen bonds (yellow), salt bridges (magenta), p�p interactions (cyan), and p�cation interactions (green). Amino acid residues are coloured according to their
properties, namely hydrophobic residues (green), polar uncharged residues (cyan), negatively charged residues (red), and glycine residues (grey). (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 6. Docking of lead dietary compounds to snapshots of a dynamic simulation of PLpro (100 ms PDB 6WX4; DESRES-ANTON-11441075). Molecular docking was performed to
multiple snapshots of a dynamic simulation of PLpro, with comparisons between the different time points shown. Lead dietary compounds docked to the naphthalene inhibitor
binding pocket are depicted with Glide Energies for docking to each structure stated. Residue interactions are shown as dashed lines, including hydrogen bonds (yellow), salt
bridges (magenta), p�p interactions (cyan), and p�cation interactions (green). Amino acid residues are coloured according to their properties, namely hydrophobic residues
(green), polar uncharged residues (cyan), negatively charged residues (red), and glycine residues (grey). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 7. Inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro protease activity by small molecules. To investigate in vitro inhibition of protease activity a PLpro enzymatic inhibition assay measuring
protease activity was performed. Using a proprietary fluorogenic substrate (BPS Bioscience), fluorescence intensities at an emission wavelength of 460 nmwere measured. The small
molecules rutin (closed circles), and cyanidin-3-0-glucoside (open circles) were shown to result in a concentration-dependent inhibition of protease activity (A). The concentration
range between 3 mM and 200 mM was investigated. Average values ± SEM from triplicate determinations are depicted. The average background (n ¼ 3), total protease activity
(n ¼ 6), and inhibition by the noncovalent positive control GRL-0617 at 100 mM (n ¼ 3), are highlighted (horizontal dotted lines). The % inhibition of PLpro protease activity at 100 mM
concentrations of the indicated small molecule inhibitors was calculated (B). Average values ± SEM from triplicate determinations are depicted.
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gallate (20%), and cefotaxime (16%). In summary, our results are
encouraging and indicate inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro ac-
tivity with an order of potency of GRL-0617 and
hypericin > rutin > cyanidin-3-O-glucoside and epicatechin
gallate > cefotaxime and epigallocatechin gallate.

4. Conclusion

Overall, we have identified potential nonconvalent small
molecule protease inhibitors of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro. In particular,
rutin and cyanidin-3-O-glucoside, were identified by our in silico
analyses as compounds with preferential binding properties.
Although not as potent as the GRL-0617 positive control, thesewere
shown to inhibit the protease in a concentration-dependent
manner with activity in the micromolar range. Hypericin, which
also displayed appropriate binding characteristics in silico, exhibi-
ted activity in the in vitro enzymatic inhibition assay. Further
research will be important to compare IC50 values and antiviral
effects to GRL-0617. Indeed, the examination of the precise potency
of hypericin, rutin and, cyanidin-3-O-glucoside requires further
characterisation in antiviral model systems, and it will be inter-
esting to determine potential deubiquitinating properties, which is
also an important feature of the SARS-CoV-2 PLpro protease.
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